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Warmup questions: True or False?
a) The value of a local variable named i has no direct relationship with that of a variable
named i in its caller.
b) The value of a parameter named x has no direct relationship with that of a variable named
x in its caller.
1. Parameters
Consider the following Java code in a GraphicsProgram:
/*
* File: MakeBoxes.java
* -------------------* It’s your job to figure out the output of the following code:
*/
import acm.program.*;
public class MakeBoxes extends GraphicsProgram {
public void run() {
for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++) {
GRect newBox = createBox(i + 1);
add(newBox, i * 100, i * 100);
}
}

}

private GRect createBox(int i) {
GRect box = new GRect(i * 20, i * 20);
i += 5;
return box;
}

Part A:
Before experimenting with the code in Eclipse, discuss the following questions:
1. What is the value of i in run at the time createBox is first called?
2. What is the value of i in createBox after it is first called?
3. What is the value of i in run after createBox is first called but before newBox is added to
the screen?
4. What do you expect the final output to look like?
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Part B:
Download the lab starter code from the CS106A website and import it into Eclipse. Examine the
above code, in MakeBoxes.java. Compare the output to what you expected in Part A. Is it
the same? If not, discuss why the output is different from what you expected.
2. Random Circles
Write the RandomCircles GraphicsProgram, which should draw a set of ten circles with
different sizes, positions, and colors. Each circle should have a randomly chosen color, a
randomly chosen radius between MIN_RADIUS and MAX_RADIUS pixels, and a randomly
chosen position on the canvas, subject to the condition that the entire circle must fit inside the
canvas without extending past the edge. The following sample image shows one possible
outcome of a run of this program:

We suggest the following milestones:
1. Implement a program that creates a single random circle, run it multiple times, and check
that it works as expected. The following are important checks to verify:
a. Do the circles generated during different runs have different colors?
b. Do the circles appear to have radii that vary between MIN_RADIUS and
MAX_RADIUS?
c. Do the circles ever go off the screen? If the width and height of the window were
both 200, and the radius was always, say, 100, where would you expect to see the
circles appear? Can you adjust the constants to approximate and test this case?
2. Modify your program to create and draw 10 random circles. Run it a few times. Are you
always guaranteed to see 10 circles? Discuss with your partner why or why not.
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3. Mouse Circles
Write a GraphicsProgram that starts with a blank canvas. Whenever the mouse is clicked, your
program should draw a circle centered at the location of the mouse click with a random color and
random radius between MIN_RADIUS and MAX_RADIUS.

We suggest the following breakdown:
1. Write a method that takes in (x, y) coordinates and draws a circle centered at (x, y). For
now, use a constant radius and ignore coloring. Check that the method draws circles as
you expect it to. Feel free to reuse and modify code from problem 2 if relevant.
2. Use mouse listeners to call the above method when the mouse is clicked. Check that your
program works correctly.
3. Modify your original method to choose a random radius between MIN_RADIUS and
MAX_RADIUS and random color. Once again, check that your program works as
intended.
Optional extra challenge: make the above program do other cool things! Here’s one idea: Have a
mouse press draw each circle, and then drag that circle around on the screen until the mouse is
released.
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4. The Hitchhiker’s Guide to Tracing
Consider the following Java Code:
/*
*
*
*
*

File: HitchhikersGuide.java
------------------This program is just testing your understanding of parameter
passing.

*/
import acm.program.*;
public class HitchhikersGuide extends ConsoleProgram {
public void run() {
int ford = 3;
int arthur = 12;
double trillian = heartOfGold(ford, arthur);
deepThought(trillian);
}
private double heartOfGold(int beeblebrox, int ford) {
double marvin = 5.5;
return marvin * beeblebrox - ford;
}
private void deepThought(double question) {
double answer = (question * 8) % 10;
answer *= 7;
println(answer); // what gets printed here?
}
}

Trace through the program’s execution by hand. What gets printed by the end of the program?

4. Hogwarts Tracing
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5. Hogwarts Tracing
Consider the following Java code:
/*
* File: Hogwarts.java
* ------------------* This program is just testing your understanding of parameter
* passing.
*/
import acm.program.*;
public class Hogwarts extends ConsoleProgram {
public void run() {
bludger(2001);
}
private void bludger(int y) {
int x = y / 1000;
int z = (x + y);
x = quaffle(z, y);
println("bludger: x = " + x + ", y = " + y + ", z = " + z);
}
private int quaffle(int x, int y) {
int z = snitch(x + y, y);
y /= z;
println("quaffle: x = " + x + ", y = " + y + ", z = " + z);
return z;
}

}

private int snitch(int x, int y) {
y = x / (x % 10);
println("snitch: x = " + x + ", y = " + y);
return y;
}

Run the HogwartsChecker program to go through the following questions and confirm
whether your answer to each question is correct. It is recommended that you stay on a question
until you get it right, as an early incorrect answer likely indicates a mistake in tracing that will
cause later incorrect answers too.
1. What is the value of the parameter y in bludger?
2. What is the value of the first parameter, x, in quaffle?
3. What is the value of the second parameter, y, in quaffle?
4. What is the value of the first parameter, x, in snitch?
5. What is the value of the second parameter, y, in snitch?
6. What is the output of the first println?
7. What is the output of the second println?
8. What is the output of the third println?
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6. Guess Your Number Debugging
Consider the following Java code in a ConsoleProgram.
/*
* File: GuessYourNumber.java
* This program attempts to guess what number you are thinking of.
* It asks for the range of your number, and then proceeds to make
* guesses until it narrows in on your number!
*/
import acm.program.*;
public class GuessYourNumber extends ConsoleProgram {
public void run() {
println("I will guess your number!");
int lowest = readInt("Lower bound (inclusive)? ");
int highest = readInt("Upper bound (inclusive)? ");
int answer = findNumber(highest, lowest);
println("Ha! I knew your number was " + answer + "!");
}

.

/*
* Returns the final computer guess after narrowing down.
* Takes as parameters the initial bounds of the user's number.
*/
private int findNumber(int lowerBound, int upperBound) {
while (lowerBound != upperBound) {
//Guesses the midpoint between the lower and upper bound
int guess = (upperBound - lowerBound) / 2;
// Update our bounds depending on the result
int check = readInt(guess + "? (0=yes,-1=low,1=high)");
if (check == -1) {
lowerBound = guess + 1;
} else if (check == 1) {
upperBound = guess - 1;
} else {
lowerBound = guess;
upperBound = guess;
}
}
return lowerBound;
}

}

The code above has several bugs in it, and it's your job to figure out what's wrong. Before
going to debug it, read through it and try to see what you expect will happen when you run
this program.Now, open the file in Eclipse and run it to test it out. What issues are you
running into? Use the debugger to see if you can figure out where the code is misbehaving.
Once the program is working it will correctly guess the number you're thinking of.

